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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Ruling on Certain Safety Contentions and Other Matters)

,

We have heard argument (Tr. 5730-45) and received submissions from

tha parties on the Eddleman and CCNC proposed contentions based on the

'Chan Van Vo affidavit of October 6, 1984. We ruled on most of these

contentions in the December 5 telephone conference. We now rule on the

remaining four contentions.
,

Eddleman. Contention 41-G Concerning Harassment

Mr. Eddleman's proposed Contention 41-G alleges harassment of

employees at the Harris facility to discourage them from bringing

forward safety concerns. It refers specifically to portions of the Van

Vo affidavit of October 6,1984. Because this proposed contention was
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filed " late" -- i.e., long after the initial 1982 deadline for

contentions -- its admission is subject to the "five factors" balancing

test, (See Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station),17 NRC 1041

(1983)), as well as to the specific basis requirement. The contention

is drafted in rather general terms, but since it alleges intentional

illegal behavior we find it sufficiently specific. See Duke Power Co. ,

supra, 19 NRC 1418, 1433 (1984); cf_. United States v. Screws, 325 U.S.

91(1945).

In our balancing of the five factors, the following considerations

are most pertinent:

(1) Good cause -- The contention was filed reasonably soon

after the Van Vo affidavit became available. Mr. Eddleman was not

properly chargeable with notice of possible harassment problems before

that time.

(2) & (4) -- Other Means and Representation by Existing

Parties. Both of these factors favor admission of the contention.

. Compare Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project),

18 NRC 1167, 1173-75 (1983). We reject the Applicants' suggestion that

a Staff investigation is an adequate "other means" to protect the

intervenor's interest. However, these two factors are to be given less

weight than the others. Detroit Edison Co. (Enrico Fermi Plant), 18 NRC

1760,1707(1982).

(3) Contribution to the Record. The subject matter of this

QA contention may not require particular expertise and we certainly do
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not question Mr. Eddleman's willingness to work. On the other hand, the
,

hearings on Mr. Eddleman's several safety contentions sometimes left us

with the feeling that he had spread himself too thin. We note in that

regard that in the. coming months Mr. Eddleman will have a lot of work to

do on his emergency planning contentions. Moreover, our experience

indicates that a contention alleging a pattern of harassment -- broader

than 'the . incidents Mr.' Van Vo speaks of -- would require considerable

time to develop. Factor 3 weighs against Mr. Eddleman.

(4) Delay or Broadening the Issues -- allowance of a broad

harassment contention, with full-scale discovery, could well lengthen

this proceeding substantially, and might even delay fuel loading,

although that now seems unlikely. The fuel load delay is the more

important concern. Obviously, allowance of Mr. Eddleman's broad

contention as drafted would broaden the issues. In the circumstances,

this factor weighs somewhat against Mr. Eddleman.

| In balancing'the five factors together, they appear to tilt

~ slightly'against Mr.' Eddleman's contention in its present form.

< - However, the Van Vo' allegations are serious and the balance is very.-

close. We believe they should be scrutinized on the record under a

suitably narrowed version of Mr.-Eddleman's contention.- We revise
,

' Eddleman 41-G to read'as follows:-,

'Chan Van Vo was placed on probation and later,,

terminated from his job with CP&L because he had
: sought to raise nuclear safety concerns about the
; . Harris facility, as he alleges, and not because of

poor. job performance, as CP&L alleges.
e
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This contention should be understood as focusing on the reasons

particular personnel actions were taken against a particular individual.

The parties' attention should focus on particular incidents alleged in

the Van Vo affidavit -- e.g., the response to Mr. Van Vo's concerns

about the " cold pulling" of a pipe (paragraphs 9-15 of the affidavit).,

and about pipe hangei material traceability (paragraphs 18-21). In
,

admitting this contention, we are not opening for litigation Mr. Van

Vo's broader and unparticularized allegations -- e.g., affidavit

paragraphs 25 and 26 -- at least not at this time.

Our rationale for this approach is that the contention grew out of

the Van Vo affidavit, as Mr. Eddleman has made clear. Given the

difficulties and large expenditures of time involved in discovery and

hearing of a broad harassment contention and Eddleman 41-G's status as a

late contention, it is reasonable to determine, first, whether the Van

Vo allegations about his treatment can be substantiated in a relatively

short time. If they are substantiated on the record, then the Board

would consider a broaoer gontention in this area. On the other hand, if

the Van Vo allegations prove to be unfounded, as CP&L contends, and no

other ~ evidence of harassment surfaces, then prasumably that issue would

.be closed. The "five factor" balance clearly favors this narrower

version of Eddleman 41-G because the potential for delay in the original

version does not obtain, and its presentation would be within Mr.

Eddleman's limited resources.
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CP&L and Mr. Van Vo have entered into a settlement of any personal
' claims Mr. Van Vo may have had against the company. The Board asked for

and received from the Applicants a copy of the otherwise confidential

. settlement agreement to determine what bearing, if any, it might have on

our' disposition of Eddleman 41-G. We also received and considered

comments from CP&L and Mr. Eddleman on that question. The settlement

-terms appear to be reasonable. The amount of the financial payment to

'Mr.-Van Vo is certainly no more and probably much less than it might

have cost CP&L to fully litigate Mr. Van.Vo's possible personal claims.

LThe agreement does-not purport to bar Mr. Van Vo from disclosing any

:information to the NRC.- In short, our disposition of Eddleman 41-G was
7

not'affected by the settlement agreement.

-Eddleman Contention 41-G, as modified by the Board, is admitted-and
_ -

' discovery. on it is 'open. The-contention is narrow and the Applicants
_

~ rand Staff, at least, have already investigated .the Van Vo concerns. Mr.

~ Eddleman has the Applicants' Cobb Report on the-Van Vo allegations, and
_

-the Staff should soon be_ supplying the-I&E Report on the same matters.

Therefore, discovery is to close by March 1, 1985, unless an extension '

. is obtained for good cause shown.' Any party wishing ~ to move for summary
~

disposition shalliso advise the Board by March 8, 1985,'and any such
_

imotions shall tue filed by March 15,1985. -.Should a hearing be necessary
'

ori this contention, the Board tentatively plans to schedule it for late
>

_

.} " April or early May.
.

-The Board realizes that there may be other employees, present or
,

~

:former, at the Harris site who might have information about acts of-
.

1
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harassment of workers because of their efforts to raise nuclear safety

concerns. If so, they should come forward with that information now, on

a confidential basis, if they wish. To that end, we are directing the

Applicants to' post the notice attached to this Order in places where

notices to employees are customarily posted at the Harris site.

It invites employees who wish to provide information about any

harassment incident related to nuclear safety t'o send it to the Board.

Further, such information must be submitted by the deadline date of

March 1, 1985. If the Board receives any information pursuant to the

notice,-we will consider appropriate action on it, including broadening

:of Eddleman 41-G. If no such information is received, any further

inquiry into incidents occurring prior to March 1,1985 will be

foreclosed (other than the Van Vo incidents).

Eddleman Contention 41-C and CCNC WB-1

Both of these' contentions are based on statements in Mr. Van Vo's

. affidavit about a specific incident of alleged falsification of material

traccability . records. Litigation of that particular incident is now

allowable under modified Eddleman 41-G. Should the developed record

show that falsification occurred, we can reconsider admission of a

broader falsification contention. Eddleman Contention 41-C and CCNC

WB-1 are rejected under the five factors balancing test, for the reasons

stated under Eddleman 41-G as proposed.

. , - - . - - , -. . - - . .. . . - - . .
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CCNC Contention WB-2 Concerning Improper Pipe Installation

We tentatively rejected this contention in the December 5 telephone

conference, subject to the possibility of receiving further comments

from Mr. Van Vo, to be mailed by December 21, 1984. No such comments

were received and this contention is rejected for the reasons previously

assigned -- basically, that the system in question is not sufficiently

related to safety to warrant our consideration. The reasonableness of

CP&L's responses to Mr. Van Vo's expression of concerns abcut that

system is included under revised Eddleman 41-G.
,

Eddlenen Contention 41-E Concerning Pipe Hangers

We previously rejected this contention on the grounds that it
+

lacked specificity and because it appeared to be a " retread" of Eddleman

41. Mr. Eddleman seeks reconsideration, arguing that 41-E addresses

non-welding aspects of pipe hangers. The Applicants and Staff oppose the

motion, arguing that lack of specificity alone should bar this

contention. The Board agrees for the reasons they assign. Motion

denied.

Applicants' Motion to Receive Additional Evidence

The Applicants seek admission of two final reports on certain
,

matters that were litigated under_ Contention 41. They concede, however,

that these documents do not " set forth any new substantive information

which would warrant additional cross-examination." Motion at 4. The

: Staff and Mr. Eddleman oppose the motion. We see no sufficient reason

-
. - . _ . . . _ - ._.
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to grant this motion over opposition when the material is concededly

unnecessary for decision; it is denied. ;

|

Aspects of our rulings on Eddleman 41-G may raise questions in the

parties' minds. Any party who wishes a telephone conference on that

ruling should telephone the Board Chairman promptly.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY At:D
LICENSING BOARD
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ATTACHMENT.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

-NOTICE

The' Atomic Safety and Licensing Board is presently considering
whether to authorize an operating license for tne Carolina Power & Light
Company's Shearon Harris' facility. One of the quescions before the
Board is whether there have been instances in which employees at the
Harris site have been harassed or retaliated against because they have

'tried to raise nuclear safety concerns about the facility. The parties
in the case are CP&L, the NRC Staff, Mr. Wells Eddleman and several
intervenor groups. Any present or former employee at the Harris site
who has. personal knowledge about such acts of harassment or retaliation
may submit on a confidential basis to the Board alone a statement which
:provides the following information:

,

.

1. The person's name and telephone number and/or address.

2. A description of the incident.

'3. A brief explanation of why the individua1' desires his
concern to be expressed in closed, rather than public,
hearings. .,

~ ~The Board will. review any. statements it receives'and then decide, in
k consultation:with counsel for the parties to _the case, whether and how

to conduct a closed hearing-in which the identities of the-witnesses
would be kept confidential. CP&L's attorneys and possibly other
representatives of the company would attend the closed-hearing,'as well>

nas Mr. Eddleman and representatives of the NRC Staff _and possibly the
intervenor groups. However, they would be ordered not to disclose;the
identities of the witnesses. Prospective witnesses should realize that,
under ~this procedure, their identities would be substantially protected -

- from any: further' disclosure, but complete protection from disclosure
would not be guaranteed.

-

!
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Confidential statements must be mailed to the Board, h the
deadline date g March 1, 1985, at the following address:

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
Shearon Harris Proceeding
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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